adc online

A SEASON OF DIGITAL STUDENT THEATRE
WATCH FOR FREE FROM HOME AT
ADCTHEATRE.COM
**IMPRONAUTS: CLICKFIRE**

Come and join the Impronauts online as we play some fun improv games using your live comments!

**MON 27 APRIL, 11 MAY & 15 JUNE AT 7PM**  
ADCTHEATRE.COM/CLICK

---

**FOOTLIGHTS SMOKER**

An hour of hilarious comedy from some of Cambridge’s best comedians, all from the comfort of your own home!

**TUE 28 APRIL, 12 MAY, 26 MAY & 9 JUNE AT 9PM**  
ADCTHEATRE.COM/SMOKER

---

**CUMTS NOT BAR NIGHTS**

No pandemic can prevent the supportive fun of a night of musical theatre, and we are here to provide!

**THU 30 APRIL, 21 MAY & 11 JUNE AT 7PM**  
ADCTHEATRE.COM/BAR

---

**OMEGLE WITH...**

Spilling the beans on the secrets and scandal of student drag.

**FRI 1, 8 & 15 MAY AT 9PM**  
ADCTHEATRE.COM/OMEGLE

---

**FOOTLIGHTS STAND-UP SHOWCASE**

An hour of hilarious comedy from some of Cambridge’s best comedians, all from the comfort of your own home!

**TUE 5 MAY, 19 MAY, 2 JUNE & 16 JUNE AT 9PM**  
ADCTHEATRE.COM/STANDUP

---

**ON YOUR TOES**

Watch Cambridge’s finest comedians combine improv and stand up for an hour of livestreamed chaos based off your prompts... in real time!

**THU 7 MAY AT 7PM**  
ADCTHEATRE.COM/TOES
SORRY FOR YOUR LOSS

Lena and Dean are still mourning their son’s death when an old classmate appears with a grudge – and a scandalous proposal.

FRI 8 MAY AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/LOSS

MONOLAUGHS

Cambridge’s finest comics present the funniest one-person monologues and one-person sketches they have to offer.

SAT 9 MAY AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/MONO

THE MAN IN THE AIR BALLOON

A thirty year-old journalist becomes convinced he is being followed by a strange old man and his hot air balloon.

THU 14 MAY AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/BALLOON

A HISTORY OF PAPER

A man goes through a cardboard box, where each piece of paper conjures up a memory.

FRI 15 MAY AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/PAPER

CHATROOM

William, Jack, Eva, Emily and Laura - five normal teenagers who communicate on a chatroom. But what happens when Jim arrives?

SAT 16 MAY AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/CHATROOM

MUSEINGS

Join the Muses as they become vloggers and deal with drama of epic proportions

MON 18 – SAT 30 MAY AT 2PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/MUSEING
THE ADVENTURES OF SHARKMAN

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No - it’s Sharkman, ready to save the world from dastardly evil!

FRI 22 MAY AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/SHARK

PIECE BY PIECE

Tune into a sketch show where each performer is given a starting line and a finishing line to a sketch they have to write.

FRI 22 MAY AT 9PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/PIECE

PAUSED. A MUSICAL IN SELF-ISOLATION

What do you do when the world around you stops? Eight people, one network, the fate of the world.

SAT 23 MAY AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/PAUSED

MAGPIES LOVE MIRRORS

A comedy web-series that turns the TV sketch show format on its head.

WED 27 MAY – FRI 5 JUNE AT 9PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/MAGPIES

UNPICK THE FLOWERS!

Explore Camden from the perspective of two 20 year old women looking for love a generation apart: see what has changed, and what remains.

FRI 29 MAY AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/FLOWERS

SECRET MURDER

Live read through of classic detective series Secret Murder featuring a Q&A and jokes.

SAT 30 MAY AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/MURDER
BURST
A comedy series set in space, following the owner of a bubble tea shop, and her struggles to keep her business going.

MON 1 – FRI 5 JUNE AT 2PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/BURST

LACUNA RIDGE
Meet X. She’s trapped in another world, is separated from her physical body, and can’t remember her name.

WED 3 – THU 4 JUNE AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/RIDGE

THREE WOMEN
Sylvia Plath’s radio play follows the three voices of Wife, Secretary and Girl, and their different experiences of pregnancy and birth.

FRI 5 JUNE AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/WOMEN

DDS MONOLOGUE CLASH
The DDS Monologue Clash presents an evening of student written monologues, performed online.

SAT 6 JUNE AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/CLASH

HEAVENLY VLOGGERS
All your favourite Bible characters have been transported into the modern day and started vlogging.

WED 10 JUNE AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/HEAVENLY

LIFESTREAM
A series told from the perspective - quite literally - of quarantined young adults at very loose ends. It’s a comedy. (We promise.)

MON 8 – SAT 20 JUNE AT 2PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/LIFESTREAM
ASK ARIA

Got insecurities? Abominations from the Underworld in your garden? Then tune into Ask Aria for all the advice you could ever need...

FRI 12 JUNE AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/ARIA

MIDNIGHT SNACKS

Settle down for a series of surreal stories from the finest Cambridge comedians, the perfect antidote to stress.

FRI 12 JUNE AT 11PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/SNACKS

LOVE AND INFORMATION

A kaleidoscopic play which asks those who watch it and those who stage it “how do we create meaning?”

SAT 13 JUNE AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/LOVE

MURDER ON THE SKYPE CALL

Murder! Mystery! Skype! Three unfunny things thrown together, chuck in a detective and some sandwiches, voila! A comedy! Right?

THU 18 JUNE AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/SKYPE

HELL ON ICE

A crew sets out to traverse the arctic ocean but are met by the bitter ice.

FRI 19 JUNE AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/HELL

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE

Join us in the Golden Age of Radio for an hilarious broadcast of Lady Hunstanton’s party, complete with sparkling jazz, damning satire and a shocking secret.

SAT 20 JUNE AT 7PM
ADCTHEATRE.COM/IMPORTANCE